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[57] _ ABSTRACT 

An airfoil camber change system for changing the 
camber of the leading or trailing edges of airfoils. The 
system includes a ?exible continuous upper surface, a 
lower surface comprising a plurality of slidable over~ 
lapping segments and one or more actuation mecha 
nisms. The actuation mechanism includes a plurality 
of bell cranks and links that are operatively connected 
to the upper and lower airfoil surfaces. A primary ac 
tuator is provided to drive the actuation mechanisms. 
When the system is driven the actuation mechanism 
changes the camber pro?le and maintains proper sep 
aration and support of the upper and lower surfaces. 
The pro?le is changed by bending the upper constant 
length surface and shortening the lower surface by in 
creasing the overlap of the slidable overlapping seg 
ments. 

6 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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AIRFOIL CAMBER CHANGE SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an airfoil camber 

change mechanism and more particularly to an airfoil 
camber change mechanism that is rapid acting and pro 
vides a continuous smooth airfoil and a high degree of 

l airfoil support. 
2. Description of the Prior Art 
Most prior airfoil camber change systems have em 

ployed relatively slow moving members that have not 
been subjected to high air ram forces. These relatively 
low speed systems have not provided the rapid time re 
sponse required by high performance aircraft. In addi 
tion, these prior systems do not provide sufficient air 
foil support to prevent de?ection of the skin or airfoil 
panels. Some prior systems have employed rapid acting 
?aps. However, these systems have used single hinged 
?aps that presented abrupt changes in airfoil curva 
tures. The present invention overcomes these disadvan 
tages by providing an airfoil camber change system that 
is rapid acting, has a smooth airfoil, has high strength 
and is particularly useful in high performance aircraft. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Brie?y, the present invention comprises an airfoil 
camber change system for changing the camber of the 
leading or trailing edges of airfoils. The system includes 
a ?exible continuous upper surface, a lower surface 
comprising a plurality of slidable overlapping segments 
and one or more actuation mechanisms. The actuation 
mechanism includes a plurality of bell cranks and links 
that are operatively connected to the upper and lower 
airfoil surfaces. A primary actuator is provided to drive 
the actuation mechanisms. When the’system is driven 
the actuation mechanism changes the camber pro?le 
and maintains proper separation and support of the 
upper and lower surfaces. The pro?le is changed by 
bending the upper constant length surface and shorten 
ing the lower surface by increasing the overlap of the 
slidable overlapping segments. 

STATEMENT OF THE OBJECTS OF THE 
INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide an 
airfoil camber change system that provides rapid cam 
ber changes. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an airfoil camber change system that provides a smooth 
airfoil. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an airfoil camber change system that rigidly sup 
ports the airfoil surfaces. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an airfoil camber change system that may be sub 
ject to high air ram forces such as encountered on high 
performance aircraft. 
Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 

present invention will become apparent from the fol 
lowing detailed description of the invention when con~ 
sidered in conjunction with the accompanying draw 
ings wherein: 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic plan view of an aircraft employ 
ing the airfoil camber change system of the present in 
vention; . 

FIG. 2A is a side elevation of the airfoil camber 
change system of FIG. 1 when in the unde?ected posi 
tion; and 
FIG. 2B is a side elevation of the airfoil camber 

0 change system of FIGS. 1 and 2A when'in the de?ected 
position. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In FIG. 1 is schematically illustrated an aircraft hav 
ing a body 11, tail section 13 and wings 15. The airfoil 
camber change system 17 is shown on the leading edge 
of the wing 15. However, it is to be understood that the 
airfoil camber change system of the present invention 
may be also used to change the camber of the trailing 
edge of the wing. Moreover, the basic system is not lim 
ited to aircraft but may be used where contour change 
is desired. The airfoil camber change system 17 in 
cludes a plurality of similar spaced apart actuation 
mechanisms 19, an upper ?exible continuous airfoil 
surface 21, a plurality of overlapping segments 23, 25, 
27 forming the lower airfoil surface. Actuation of the 
system 17 is initiated by primary actuator 29 driving 
push-pull rod 31 which actuates bell cranks 33 which 
moves actuation links 35 in a push-pull manner. It is to 
be understood that many different types of primary ac 
tuation may be employed. 

In FIGS. 2A and 2B, taken at section 2—-2 of FIG. 1, 
is illustrated the side elevation of the airfoil camber 
change system 17 including upper surface 21, a plural 
ity of overlapping segments 23, 25 and 27 forming the 
lower surface and actuation mechanism 19. The actua 
tion mechanism 19 includes a plurality of bell cranks 
37, 39 and 41. Bell crank 37 is rotatably mounted on 
lug 43 and one leg of the bell crank is rotatably 
mounted on actuator link 35 and the other leg is rotat 
ably attached to one end of link 45. The other end of 
link 45 is rotatably mounted on lug 47 that is rigidly at 
tached to the first slidable overlapping segment 27. Bell 
crank 39 is rotatably mounted on lug 47 and one leg of 
the bell crank is rotatably mounted on the end of actua 
tor link 35 and to one end of actuator extension link 49. 
The other leg of bell crank 39 is rotatably mounted on 
one end of link 51 which has its other end rotatably 
mounted on lug 53 which is rigidly attached to the sec 
ond slidable overlapping segment 25. Bell crank 41 is 
rotatably mounted on lug 53 and one leg of the bell , 
crank is rotatably mounted'on the other end of exten 
sion link 49. The other end of bell crank 41 is rotatably 
mounted on one end of link 55 which has its other end 
rotatably mounted on lug 57 which is rigidly attached 
to the third overlapping segment 23. The last overlap 
ping segment 23 is attached to the leading edge 59. A 
plurality of spacer links 61, 63, 65, 67, 69 and 71 are 
provided to support the upper and lower airfoil sur 
faces and to maintain the desired airfoil thickness. One 
end of spacer link 61 is rotatably mounted on lug 43 
and the other end is rotatably mounted on lug 73 which 
is rigidly attached to upper surface 21. One end of link 
63 is rotatably mounted on lug 47 and the other end is 
rotatably mounted on lug 73. One end of link 65 is ro 
tatably mounted on lug 47 and the other end is rotat 
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ably mounted on lug 75 which is rigidly attached to 
upper surface 21. One end of link 67 is rotatably 
mounted on lug 75 and the other end is rotatably 
mounted on lug 53. One end of link 69 is rotatably 
mounted on lug 53 and the other is rotatably mounted 
on lug 77 which is rigidly attached to upper surface 21. 
One end of link 71 is rotatably mounted on lug 77 and 
the other end is rotatably mounted on lug 57. It should 
be noted that the spacer links and the airfoil surface 
form triangular truss segments which have high 
strength characteristic. For example, spacer links 63 
and 65 along with segment 79, of upper airfoil surface 
21, form this desired triangular truss con?guration. It 
‘should be also noted that the spacer links lengths be 
come progressively shorter to conform with the airfoil 
con?guration both in the unde?ected position shown in 
FIG. 2A and in the de?ected position shown in FIG. 
2B. 
The operation of the airfoil camber change system of 

the present invention is as follows. When actuator link 
35 is moved to the left, to a predetermined stop posi 
tion, the actuation mechanism 19 retains the airfoil in 
the undeflected position shown in FIG. 2A. It should be 
particularly noted that due to air pressure on the lower 
overlapping segments, that the lower legs of the bell 
cranks and the lower links 45, 51 and 55 are in tension 
and therefore the pivot connection between'these links 
and the bell crank legs will not buckle during normal 
operation. 
When the actuator link 35 is moved to the right, to 

a predetermined stop position, then all three bell 
cranks 37, 39 and 41 rotate clockwise. This reduces the 
distance between lower lugs 43, 47, 53 and 57 and re 
sults in greater overlapping of slidable overlapping seg-' 
ments 23, 25 and 27. It should be noted that overlap 
ping segments 23, 2S and 27 are ?exible and therfore 
maintain a tight seal and provide a smooth lower airfoil 
surface. To minimize the discontinuity of the lower sur 
face and to increase ?exibility, the trailing edge of mov 
able segments 23, 25 and 27 are made thinner than the 
leading edges. The legs of the bell cranks 37, 39 and 41 
are made progressively shorter to achieve the desired 
airfoil camber. It should be particularly noted that by 
changing the lengths of the bell cranks and the links 
that virtually any camber pro?le can be achieved. Also, 
any number of overlapping segments and a correspond 
ing increase or decrease in number of bell cranks and 
links may be employed. It is to be understood that each 
of the above described links, lugs and bell cranks may 
in actual practice comprise pairs of links, lugs and bell 
cranks. This may be done to provide added strength 

- and more rigid support. 
What is claimed is: ‘ 
1. An airfoil camber change system comprising: 
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4 
a. an upper airfoil surface made of continuous ?exi 

ble material; 
b. a lower airfoil surface comprising a plurality of 
overlapping segments; 

c. at least one actuation mechanism ’ for simulta 
neously changing the camber of saidupper and 
lower surfaces; ' j 

d. said actuation mechanism including a plurality of 
elongated spacer means each having one end rotat 
ably mounted on said upper surface and having the 
other end respectively rotatably mounted on a plu 
rality of ?rst pivot members respectively connected 
to said plurality of overlapping segments of said 
lower surface; 

e. a plurality of bell cranks respectively rotatably 
mounted on said plurality of ?rst pivot members; 

f. ?rst means operatively interconnecting adjacent 
bell cranks and adjacent segments; 

g. second means for actuating said bell cranks to slide 
said overlapping segments with respect to each 
other; whereby 

h. during actuation of said second means the camber 
change of said upper surface is about the same as 
said lower surface. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein: 
a. one leg of each of said plurality of bell cranks being 
operatively connected to said second means; 

b. said ?rst means comprises a plurality of links; and 

c. the other leg of said bell cranks being respectively 
operatively connected to said plurality of links. 

3. The system of claim 2 wherein: 
a. said second means comprises a plurality of links 

respectively connecting said one legs of adjacent 
bell cranks. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein: 
a. said upper surface includes a plurality of spaced 

apart second pivot members; , Y 
b. said one ends of ?rst and second adjacent elon 
gated spacer means being rotatably mounted on 
one of said second pivot members; 

c. said one ends of third and fourth adjacent elon 
gated spacer means being rotatably mounted on 
another of said second pivot members; whereby 

d. said plurality of elongated spacer means form a 
plurality of triangular support structures. 

5. The system of claim 1 wherein: 
a. said plurality of bell cranks are sequentially of de 
creasing size. 

6. The system of claim 1 wherein: 
a. each of said plurality of ?rst pivot members are 
‘connected to the leading edge of the overlapping 
segment to which it is connected. 

* * * >l< * v 


